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“HEY YOU,” Puget Sound, like LikeALittle?
By LENA MADENCI
Freshman Mackenzie Hepker wanted to get something off
her chest, and “Hey You’s” weren’t
enough for her. When she saw a link
for LikeALittle on her best friend’s
Facebook, she knew that this website
would the perfect outlet.
Hepker found out that her friend,
a current student at Stanford,
had met Evan Reas, a graduate of
Standford University and CEO of
LikeALittle, a new anonymous so-

cial working site. Emails were sent,
and Hepker brought the site to Puget
Sound. “My heart flutters when I see
this guy and I just want to say so,”
said Hepker to Reas when explaining why she wanted an account for
Puget Sound so badly.
Reas was happy to give Puget
Sound a spot on LikeALittle. He
started up the website only a few
weeks prior, and Puget Sound was
the fourth school to subscribe. Now
a multitude of campuses in 30 states
and across seas use the website. Reas

wants the site to expand as much as
possible and asks that people link it
to Facebook to spread the word. He
thanks Mackenzie, calling her a “viral marketing rockstar!”
This is how LikeALittle works:
each person can get an account and
gets assigned a random fruit name
every time they post. Posts are directed to certain areas on campus,
gender and hair color are specified
and a flirtatious message is attached.
As simple as that, a shout-out has
been made in an instant over cyber-

space, allowing students to express
their hots for each other.
Puget Sound acquired its account on Tuesday, Nov. 9 and within the first day, 65 posts were made
and now there are way too many to
count.
Here is an example of a typical
post: “At Diversions: Male, Brunette.
I’m usually not into hipster guys...
but you look damn fine in that baggy flannel and those huge glasses...
makes me wonder if anything else is
oversized. :)”

Basically, LikeALittle is a constant virtual version of “Hey You’s”,
run by and catered to Puget Sound
students. However, seeing as comments do not go through an approval process, anybody who has a Puget
Sound account on LikeALittle can
delete sexual, specific, or offensive
comments, not just the administrators. Puget Sound students are responsible for keeping content appropriate.
SEE

LIKEALITTLE PAGE 2

Impact of RDG pops, locks and drops it at the church
midterm
elections:
budget
kerfuffle
By CAITLIN DOXSIE

By HARRISON DIAMOND

Now that the dust has finally settled on Capitol Hill and Republicans wait for control in the House of
Representatives once the lame-duck
session closes, the nation anxiously
waits to see what the next two years
have in store. This power shakeup
will potentially cripple President
Obama’s congressional agenda and
could threaten those reforms he has
managed to push through. Will a
split Congress be able to compromise in hopes of moving forward
or will partisanship bring the legislative branch to a harmful gridlock?
Though ultimately onlookers can
only speculate and predict what the
future holds, leadership from both
parties have clearly stated their
would-be-goals. As of now, optimism for cooperative action seems
premature at best.
The Grand Old Party, in their ever-practical reactionary way, has declared that for the good of America,
the looming national budget deficit must be addressed by means of
huge slashes in government spending. Where might these cuts be implemented? GOP proposals have
ranged from cuts in domestic
spending programs such as Medicare/Medicaid, bill earmarks, Social Security and other government
programs. “President Obama, Congressional Democrats and their liberal allies have made it abundantly
clear that they will attack anyone
who puts forward a plan that even
tries to begin a conversation about
the tough choices that are needed,”
stated Republican House Whip Eric
Cantor. His party sees repealing of
the recent Affordable Care Act that
extends medical coverage to 32 million previously uninsured Americans as one the these ‘tough choices’.
Though Republicans accept that a
full repeal of the health care bill remains out of reach due to their lack
of dominance in the Senate, they
plan to attack the reform incrementally by cutting funds through federal budgets to those offices that are
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Confidence: Hottie hip-hop honies throw it down on stage.
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Confusion: Quirky musical as alternatives to standard dance.
integral in the implementation of
the recent act. “If all of Obamacare
cannot be immediately repealed,
then it is my intention to begin repealing it piece by piece, blocking
funding for its implementation and
blocking the issuance of the regulations necessary to implement it,” Mr.
Cantor contested. For example, this
campaign of attrition will seek to reduce funds and personnel available
to the Internal Revenue Service in
hopes of hindering the department’s
ability to enforce adoption of health
care reforms, such as mandated coverage and employer provided health
care. Given this attitude of staunch
obstructionalism, Democrats in the
House and the Senate are ready to
present a united front in order to
prevent the untimely downfall of
health care reform.
Yet while Republicans take aim
at social programs they deem as an
overextension of federal governance
as a means to lower the budget deficit, they fervently and unabashedly
support the extension of the BushSEE
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On Friday, Nov. 19 and Saturday,
Nov. 20 the Repertory Dance Group
(RDG) will be holding its fall performance titled “Can’t Touch This.”
Both shows will begin at 7:00 p.m.
and will be held at the Urban Grace
Church Auditorium and Performing Arts Center, located in downtown Tacoma.
Transportation to Urban Grace
is available for audience members,
and buses will leave from Greek
Row and Diversions starting at 5:45
p.m. Tickets are on sale at the Info
Center and cost five dollars for students or seven dollars for the public.
RDG is a dance club on campus that has around 220 members
this semester and provides “a rare
glimpse at [Puget Sound] school
spirit,” said Steffen Minner.
“RDG is such a unifying club here
on campus, with dedicated representatives from numerous athletic teams, organizations, and every
graduating class. The club consists
of all levels of experience and interest in dance, but each member
brings his or her individual light
and energy to this stage,” RDG President and choreographer Allison
Schoening said.
“RDG is a fun way to get out there
and express yourself and perform
for your peers without too much
pressure,” RDG Co-Class Coordi-

nator and choreographer Aly Dwyer said.
For the first time the RDG performances will be held at the Urban
Grace Church Auditorium and Performing Arts Center. The change in
location occurred because the previous location, Wilson High School,
was already booked with their own
events according to Dwyer.
“We are so excited to be working
with Urban Grace, and this transition has in fact tightened our community as the Facilities Manager at
Urban Grace is a UPS alum!” Schoening said. “It seems as though they
are just as ecstatic to be working
with us,” she continued.
Of course there are always negatives about changing locations, but
the officers of RDG are upbeat about
the changes.
“As of right now the stage seems
awkward to us but we are going to
work it out,” Dwyer said, but asserting that the venue is a legitimate
performing arts center.
“[The officers are] working to ease
this anxiety [of changing locations]
by just being flexible and willing to
go with the new, potentially awesome, flow of things. The facility is
stunning and these adjustments are
going to be well worth our time and
effort,” Schoening stated.
But even with such a diverse club
SEE

RDG PAGE 2

Puget Sound’s admissions tested
By CHELSEA TSUCHIDA

Prior to making the life-changing decision of where to attend college, many of those who choose,
or chose, the University of Puget
Sound did so with the help of the
school’s student tour guides, who
stroll around the beautiful campus
with their respective tour groups
and divulge interesting, appealing
facts about this small, prestigious
university.
Student tour guides trained during the first week of classes. Among
other activities, training consists of
workshops teaching students how
to deal with difficult situations,
such as uninterested prospective
students and awkward questions.
Students learned how to handle
such situations and answer questions diplomaticaly but honestly.
Interviews during the hiring process included a question concerning what they thought the biggest
weakness of the school is.

Sexting
Opinions page 3

“Something I liked about the
training was at the end we all got
together to discuss how we saw
Puget Sound as a school and presented our own spin on it. By talking to everyone, we got to hear anecdotes about why they liked the
school. It kind of made me fall in
love with the school all over again,”
Kelli Conley, a sophomore and student tour guide at the university.
said. “I try to be as honest as I can.
If there’s something that needs improvement, we address it and discuss how we plan to improve it as
a school. I found personally that
I haven’t had any conflict giving
an honest appraisal of the school
while still showing it in a positive
light.”
On the other hand, there are
some students who would like to
share their input and perspective
about the university by working
as a tour guide but feel discouraged because they think that being
a student tour guide is more about

UT Sketch Show is Here!
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“selling” the school, than sharing
their personal experiences. They
fear that they will have to stick to
a conservative, carefully planned
script designed to present the most
idyllic version of the university
possible.
“I wouldn’t want to be encouraged to give someone a false persona of the school, in the sense
that you have to stretch certain
truths and highlight certain aspects. I wouldn’t want to influence
a prospective’s decision because
it’s a personal choice that dictates
their future, and my decision to go
here isn’t necessarily the decision
that they ought to make. It varies from person to person and by
their needs and situation,” a current sophomore said.
This is in no way meant to imply that student tour guides lie
or that Puget Sound is not the
“Harvard of the Northwest,” as
SEE ADMISSIONS PAGE
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era tax cuts for the wealthiest of
Americans, a measure due to expire
come year’s end. Touting the need to
support high-earning business that
employ roughly 25% of American
workers, proponents of the extensions assert that taxing the individuals who own these businesses will
cause layoffs and wage reductions
amidst the economic crisis. Some
supporters even endorse a permanent extension of these tax breaks
for the top 2% of Americans. However, reports demonstrate that even
a limited extension mirroring those
approved in 2003 under President
Bush will cost the federal government over $700 billion in the next
10 years. Additionally, GOP legislators refuse to reduce military spending or to consider reducing the size
of appropriations for weapons and
aircraft acquisition programs.
The much-anticipated report
from President Obama’s National
Commission on Fiscal Responsibility and Reform (created to analyze
issues surrounding the budget deficit) was finally published in November, subsequently causing unrest in
both parties. The commission called
for severe long-term cuts in domestic spending (for example by reducing funding for Medicare and raising the Social Security retirement
age) while pushing for hikes in tax
rates for both individuals and business. House Republicans have little
wiggle room fearing a loss of support from newly elected Tea Party
candidates who condemn any reference in which taxes are positively associated with, well…anything. Less
reactionary Republicans have yet to
experience how obstreperous their
energized conservative companions
will prove; it is in the nation’s best interest for Congress to pass a federal
budget before the end of this lameduck session, else the government
be rendered ineffective. If the budget remains undecided by December
3rd, the federal government will find
itself without the legal authority to
spend money on anything, including House Speaker Boehner’s sprayon tanning expenses.

A few years ago, JuicyCampus.com
was a hit on Puget Sound’s campus. It
was a website very similar to LikeALittle; members could post anonymous
forums on particular individuals with
almost no consequence. Discussions
would start about whether or not soand-so was cute, gay, a slut, unique, etc.
People started to lose tact and began to
either post extremely critical posts or
untruths altogether. Everyone looked
for posts about themselves on JuicyCampus just as students are doing now
with LikeALittle, but after only a few
weeks of uncensored posts, the website
was shut down because of defamation
violations.
Some students disLikeALittle not because of cyber bullying but because it
is an extension of the digital revolution
of technology overpowering reality. To
them, LikeALittle takes it a step too far.
Multiple negative posts about the phenomenon have been made on Puget
Sound’s LikeALittle, one being: “Everyone who has written a serious comment on here, either build up the courage and tell them in person or wait until
the weekend and tell them when you are
drunk. Telling them through this will do
nothing” (grammatical errors corrected). One user argues that LivingALittle
would be a better path than partaking
in LikeALittle, in which students would
actually use their interpersonal skills to
act on their crushes in the real world.
Whether or not students like it a lot
or hate it a lot, one thing is for sure:
“Never has a website made people question their hair color more,” Elly Hendricks said.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
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student tour guides commonly refer. Student tour guides are given the job of presenting and representing the school to the best
of their ability, providing an adequate but positive picture of Puget
Sound.
The process of college selection
is one that is exciting, daunting
and strenuous. For many students,
the college campuses they see and
the tours they experience are a big
influence on the choice they make
because it is their initial impression
of the school and the students that
will become their second home and
their peers. Tour guides must follow standards and protocols as to
how to present an attractive picture of the school. At the same
time, tour guides have the difficult
and significant task of presenting
the school to prospective students
honestly so that they can make the
choice that is best for them.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
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there is some controversy surrounding RDG.
“[RDG] attracts ‘nice’ girls who
probably aren’t actually that nice
considering that their performances
fail to conceal a very visible RDG hierarchy,” Minner said. “RDG is one
of UPS’s most visible stereotypes, like
Passages Leaders or KUPS DJs,” he
elaborated.
In response to the club being hierarchical, Dwyer stated that that is the
result of some leadership roles and in
the past, the “officers were really intimidating.” As an officer herself this
year, Dwyer said it has been a goal to
make the club friendlier.
“We are all there to have fun and
we all have the same purpose and
goal. As officers, we are there to
make it better for members,” Dwyer
said. RDG member Elizabeth Basalto
agreed, asserting that the officers are
“making it fun as opposed to scary.”
But amidst all of this, why should
students go and see the show?
“We have a lot of really great dances this semester and a great sampling
of genres,” Dwyer said. It is also a
great opportunity to see your peers
perform and it is “fun to see how
much work they put into it and how
much fun they are having” Basalto
said.
“These shows are the culmination of the time and commitment of
220 members of our student body. I
hope these shows inspire you all to
try something new, and maybe freshen up on some new dance moves of
your own,” Schoening stated.
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Student yoga club “om”s campus
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Yoga: Students relax by doing yoga in their free time at the Expy.

By ANNETTE D’AUTREMONT
On any given day, you can see
Loggers roaming around campus
with a yoga mat somehow strapped
to their person.
On Monday and Wednesdays,
those yogis are probably coming
from the yoga class taught by Tiffany Fields in the Fieldhouse. Fields
teaches two sections of yoga, the
first at 10:00 a.m. and the second at
11:00 a.m. Due to the popularity of
the class and the huge wait-lists that
form during registration, a third
section has been added for Spring
2011. Giulia Leggett, a current student of Field’s 10:00 a.m. class attests
to popularity of the class. “I’m new
to yoga this year, but I have really
enjoyed the combination of meditation and movement with my body,
not to mention I feel way more flexible,” Leggett said.
The class provides students the
opportunity to step back from the
hustle and bustle of the day and
take time for themselves. Some students have expressed critiques of
Fields describing her voice as harsh
and her manner somewhat un-

the Puget sound trail

approachable compared to other
teachers they have practiced yoga
with. However, a yoga teacher and
their personalized class are like ice
cream flavors: some suit your tastes
more than others, but none is “better” than the next.
In addition to the yoga-for-credit class offered on-campus, the yoga
club has recently teamed up with
the Expy to offer two yoga classes a
week. Abi Phillips, who is a co-organizer of the yoga club along with
Micaela Cooley, said that “teaming
up with the Expy has been a wonderful thing because the room is
packed every Thursday night…
Last year I think people were confused by the changing location for
the club and turned off by the small
spaces we found to practice in.”
The Thursday night session became
so popular that a Tuesday morning session at 9:00 a.m. was added
and is taught by Evan Skamarock.
Phillips said that they “mostly focus on asana (pose) practice, usually including pranayama (breath
work), vinyasas (pose sequences/
flows) and a time for shivasana (relaxation/meditation)” and “the best

way to get involved is to just show
up!”
The “yoga trend” can be seen
off-campus with the many studios
which have been in the area for several years and by all the new studios
popping up. Source Yoga on 21st
Street just celebrated its 5th anniversary and is always packed for Saturday and Sunday morning sessions
where you leave feeling relaxed and
smelling of lavender. It is the perfect way to begin or end (or both!)
a weekend. Some new studios on 6th
Avenue include Samdhana Karana,
which offers affordable classes on a
sliding-pay system, and Ashtanga
Yoga Tacoma, which has an introductory course for beginning-yogis.
Both studios’ class schedules can be
found online.
There are many different styles
and instructors available in the surrounding neighborhood to practice
yoga with, but no matter your skill
level or time commitment, there is
definitely a yoga class for you. In
a fast-paced college environment,
time to breathe and relax can be extremely beneficial to your health as
well as your academic success.

seCurit y rePort
The following incidents were reported to Security Services
• Bicycles Stolen From Campus
Please take extra care to secure your bicycle. Bicycles continue to be stolen from campus at a high rate.
Securing your bicycle with a “U-Bolt” style lock through the frame and to a bicycle rack is the best way to
prevent theft. Standard padlocks, light chains and cables can easily be cut. Also, remove valuable gear or
equipment from your bicycle while it is secured to a rack.
• Remove Valuables From Vehicles
Valuables left in vehicles attracts thieves. Purses, wallets, backpacks, luggage, sporting gear, and portable
electronic equipment should not be left in a vehicle. Thieves will return to campus when they are successful.
• Locker Room Theft
If you use a locker on campus, please keep it locked securely. We have had a rash of thefts from the Warner
Gym locker rooms. In all cases, valuables have been left unsecured.

Report Suspicious Activity
Help prevent crime by being an extra set of eyes and ears and reporting suspicious activity right away.
Security is open 24/7. The main reporting number is 253.879.3311. Please program this number into your
phone.
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Remaining ‘sextually’ active Bipartisan failures

prove parties arbitrary
By MACKENZIE HEPKER
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OMG: A favorite new phrase has arisen in popular media: sexting. And while it is often maligned
by news hosts and older folks, it provides viable options for those in stable, loving relationships.

By SUZY SPONGEWORTHY
Kudos to you for putting down
that cell phone and picking up this
week’s edition of The Trail. Lord
knows those things can seem like
a phantom limb. What with everyone and their mom having one these
days, it’s not surprising that with
new outlets for communication,
emerges some interesting situations
(ab flash).
One of these interesting situations is sexting. Maybe you’ve heard
of it from Dateline specials, which
are concerned about our middle
schoolers sending provocative texts
to one another. Maybe you are a pro
at sexting and are thinking about all
the naughty texts or pictures you
have saved up in your phone right
now. Either way, it is safe to say that
sexting does happen, and the resulting effect can vary greatly.
Now, sexting could go quite
swimmingly; one great usage for
sexting is in place of or in accordance with, phone sex - especially
in college where some elect to date
a special someone from a school in

another city. The long distance thing
can be a real pickle in terms of intimacy, so resorting to sexting is a
possibility.
Perhaps you just want to give the
object of your affection (whom you
hopefully don’t objectify!) something to look at while they are
thinking of you. Sending pictures
of yourself is a possibility while sexting.
Some caution need be exercised
in such cases. Naturally, there’s a big
difference between an underwear
shot and something like a dick pic
or the female equivalent. Whatever
your level of comfort and/or bravery, you must stop and think for a
second.
For one thing, you may trust the
recipient of your sexts now, but
things can, and often do, go sour.
There is a phenomenon that occurs when romantic feelings are
involved; it is easy to see a partner
as able to do no wrong. Freakishly
enough, scientists have found certain hormones and chemicals that
are the culprit, such as oxytocin,
which is released during coitus and

increases feelings of attachment.
In other words, as the saying goes,
you may be viewing the world from
rose-tinted glasses.
It is crucial at this stage, if you are
going to be sending digital copies of
scandalous text or pictures, to step
back and analyze the chances you
will regret it if something in the relationship goes wrong. Sadly, shit
does happen. Pictures or provocative texts can be dispersed to others,
and what was once a dirty little secret can be your dirty laundry hanging out to dry.
If you are skeptical, do not hesitate to ask a friend as an objective
third party. This person (hopefully)
is not biased by the tunnel vision effect attraction can have, but take it
with a grain of salt.
One option I would suggest
wholeheartedly in place of sending
a beau a naked pic of yourself is Sexy
Skyping! Skype is easy to download
onto your computer, and, depending on internet speed, can be a
great way to keep in touch. Or express that you want to be touched…
RAWR! Go get ‘em tiger!

Reflecting back on America’s last
national election, it is difficult for
me not to smirk.
After an unsatisfactory two years
under a majority Democratic legislation and an unsatisfactory twelve
years under a majority Republican legislation, the nation has once
again backtracked to the latter system that clearly has not been up to
par with our high standards of governance in the past. Bravo!
“We gave you Democrats a
chance,” said America shrewdly, “so
now the Republicans get another
one.”
It is astounding that the voting
demographic seems so fixed on one
of these two parties being the solution to the problems within government and within our society – the
product of a fallacious yet almost
universally believed false dilemma.
“Functional fixedness” is a psychological term, defined as a “cognitive bias that limits a person to using
an object only the way in which it is
traditionally used,” or “mental block
against using an object in a new way
that is required to solve a problem,”
by Gestalt psychologists. The term,
however, is not limited to physical
objects.
For example, one undergoes
functional fixedness when a certain
diet is attempted over and over, only
frustrating results occur and it is assumed that one simply cannot lose
weight. One undergoes functional
fixedness when one tries repeatedly to repair his wireless connection,
simply by clicking “Connect/Disconnect,” and becomes frustrated
with the fact that his internet is just
being so fickle, often leaving it and
then coming back to try the same
strategy again.
One also undergoes functional fixedness when, again and again,
one vote for one political party or
another — one generalized agenda
or another, one externally-implemented sense of identity or another — that has both failed in its endeavors towards utopia and bred
unfounded prejudice and bias into
one’s own thoughts, judgments, and
ideas.
Americans do not understand

that nothing is going to change or
progress if we consistently apply
failed solutions or if we continue to
think in the directions that inevitably lead to the same policies. Neither
the Democratic or Republican system is right in its overall approach to
the social problems of today.
A step in the right direction
would be the dissolution of these
two sovereign parties, and the dilution of the bias within our citizens
that clouds over reality and hinders
the application of reason.
The Democratic and Republican
parties are unnecessarily polarized.
This nation is incredibly diverse;
however, by lumping ourselves into
one of two broad political divisions
as we do and identifying as a member, its people are shaped by the inner desire to belong to a group – especially a powerful group. In this
way, your choice of party may influence your personal beliefs as
much, if not more, than the other
way around. Your party is not representing you — you are representing them.
Independent (non-party) candidates for higher office deserve more
attention and support in our political system – they not only show
courage and faith in not affiliating
themselves with the two-party system that has ruled supreme since
1852 (the one area in which Democrats and Republicans never fail is
winning elections), but wisdom.
Certainly, making such a shift will
be difficult, but times are more dire
now than ever, and we cannot afford
to wait any longer for change.
Independents, simply in the act of
being an Independent, acknowledge
that one must think outside the box
and deviate from tradition to find
the most effective solutions for the
tribulations of both today and tomorrow.
Every independent — by definition, every individual in America —
has one thing in common: we are all
humans, with human emotions, human desires and human needs.
We can inevitably agree on that
fact, I believe, and that it is the first
step to uniting our nation and leaving this stupid, silly game in the
childhood memories of our country’s history.

Filmic stereotype of women as one-dimensional continues
By MAYA AUGUSTON
In today’s popular media, consumers are offered a wide variety of
choices when it comes to movies to
watch. On any given day, a person
can choose from an array of films
ranging from dramatic to thoughtful, heartwarming to mindlessly silly. As different as these movies might be when it comes to
plot, many follow one disheartening trend: women characterized as
weak and needy.
Although this can be seen in
many genres of film, it is most culpable (and popular) in the romantic comedy. Women in romantic
comedies often find themselves in
dysfunctional relationships and
not caring that the men they are
with are emotionally absent or

emotionally abusive. They stay in
said relationships because the idea
of having an awful man is better
than the idea of being alone.
Perhaps pop culture places such
high importance on romantic relationships because on a fundamental level people just want to
be loved and can therefore relate
to the characters’ desire to be with
someone. The idea that being alone
(if only temporarily) means women have failed somehow is both ridiculous and degrading since it
implies that without men women
are less than whole.
Eventually, the female leads of
romantic comedies are saved from
total and complete loneliness by a
guy who is both sensitive and often
more attractive than that guy they
were with in the beginning, and

Want your opinion to be heard?
If you have a strong reaction to an article, e-mail us at
trailops@pugetsound.edu, or visit our new website at
trail.pugetsound.edu and share your voice with us. We will
select responses each week to publish in the next issue.

they live happily ever after.
One popular example of this disturbing phenomenon is the 2009
film adaptation of the self-help
book He’s Just Not That Into You.
This particular film showcases
whiny, needy, marriage-obsessed
women in a variety of different relationship situations, from the girl
who is unable to find love, to the
mistress to the woman whose long
time boyfriend refuses to commit.
The common thread is that they
spend most (if not all) of their time
thinking about their relationships
to men.
On the off chance that a romantic comedy has a female character
who might seem strong, that character is portrayed as a type-A control freak and utterly unlovable —
usually to an extreme extent. And
of course she has some stereotypically “female” job like a magazine
writer or a fashion stylist.
Sad is what these kinds of movies are saying about our society:
what is important in a woman is
that she fit every stereotype in the
book.
For much of America’s histoSee WOMEN Page 4
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Chick Flick: Hollywood continues to exploit the stereotype of
women as needy, as seen in He’s Just Not That Into You.
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Finished with the United States? Move to Canada
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Angst: With each election in the U.S.A., the losing party’s disciples threaten to move away.

By KYLE NUNES
Pick up and go north. For decades, that has been the mantra
of slaves who lived in the South,
of migrants coming from the
other Americas, of Vietnam draft
dodgers, Bush-era peaceniks and

Obama’s disenchanted e-masses.
And where do they go without
dying of cold or boredom? Canada.
Is it ludicrous to fantasize
about saying, “Shit’s hitting the
ceiling fan down here, I’m moving to Canada”? Not at all, be-

letter to The editor
In response to: “Strange Student
Deaths in Washington” published in
The Trail on Oct. 29.
To the Editor,
On behalf of B-GLAD (Bisexuals, Gays, Lesbians, and Allies
for Diversity), and the University of Puget Sound campus community, we are issuing a complaint to the editor regarding
insensitive, and unfitting use of
a photo in the October 29th article, “Strange Student Deaths in
Washington.” On October 20th,
2010, BGLAD and members of
the campus community held a
program entitled “The Truth
About Suicide” to both mourn
and bring awareness to eleven
LGBTQ suicides that had occurred in the space of 22 days as
a result of anti-LGBTQ harassment and bullying. The recent
suicides, occurring nationwide
and within the age group of 13
to 20 year olds, “have shaken the
nation’s LGBT community to a
degree not seen since the 1998
murder of Matthew Shepard”
(Join the Impact). Understandably, the vigil was extremely
emotional, with Dr. Donn Marshall speaking about the devastating causes and effects of suicide, followed by a candle-lit
vigil around the sequoia tree
outside the SUB. During this
time, students related their experiences with suicide and how
tragedies surrounding suicide
had influenced their lives. A
photo of the vigil was taken, and
inserted into The Trail in refer-

ence to the aforementioned article.
While the article does address recent suicides that have
occurred in Washington State,
the entire latter half of the article (under the title “suicides”),
concerns a case of student binge
drinking at Central Washington University—clearly having
much more to do with lack of
both alcohol education and responsibility than suicide. We
would like to stress that we do
not find offense in the use of the
picture in regards to the recent
suicides that have occurred in
Washington State, since the vigil was held “in memory of the
suicides that have resulted from
bullying targeting the LGBTQ
community [and all suicide victims, in general],” but rather its
misuse in reference to the latter part of the article—which although a serious and concerning problem, is divergent from
the topic of suicide and suicide
prevention. We ask that greater care be taken to ensure that
cohesiveness and accuracy are
present within future Trail articles, and that they more seriously take into account those whom
lack of sensitivity might offend. Of equal importance, we
ask that Trail articles accurately
and sensitively reflect the topics
they claim to address.
Sincerely,
B-GLAD and The University
of Puget Sound campus community

cause Canada has many things
that the United States does not.
The Great White North has
Boreal forests, for one; a serious
seccessionist movement in Quebec; the CBC; bilingualism; First
Peoples and not Native Americans; the Old Pornographers,

WOMEN

From Page 3
ry, women have fought for equal
rights and respectful treatment.
And while many people like to
think we have achieved those
goals, this type of movie just reinforces the degrading ideas that
go against what so many women
have fought.
Furthermore, it is important to
think about what the media’s depiction of females teaches young
women: that in order to be loved,
they need to be sugar and spice
and everything nice; that in order to be happy, they need a big
strong man to accept and protect
them from all the world’s evils.
It also shows them that marriage and babies are the most im-

because the new ones are passé;
oil sands; poutine (french fries,
cheese curds and gravy); and a
fast-growing polar bear population.
But what else might one ask
for in Canada? In an attempt to
avoid the two-party political dinosaur we have here, some disillusioned Americans go north in
search of parliamentary debate,
multi-party coalitions and more
aggressive archaelogists.
The
Economist
magazine
named Canada the most democratic country in the Americas
in 2006, after all. Put that greasy
bone meal in your gab and choke,
Uncle Samson.
What would it take to drop the
moniker “Yankee” — or for those
still bitter about the Civil War,
“American” — and proudly become a Canadian? Some people
say a Studebaker and a disguise,
others a flask of Crown Royal
and an Amtrak pass.
One Puget Sound student said
that his parents, upon emigrating
from Mexico, were shooting for
Canada.
“They had a northward trajectory, but they got stuck in California instead. We still hope,” he
said.
The most recent climatological
reports state that global warning
has not yet reached the Canadian
borders. I tell you now: it is still
cold as hell. And governmental
austerity measures currently dissuade people from going south to
gamble away the Canadian dollar

now that the exchange rate is so
damn good— C$.99:$1.00.
In their song “Moving to Canada,” the Seattle band Cloud Cult
says, “And as the ending came,
the people watched complacently and swore their god had meant
for it to be this way.” So with
2012 on the horizon, environmental crises dropping like the
moon across the sun and the decadence we carry around in our
heads most days inflating like a
run-away weather balloon, Canada’s tourist board is revving up
its propaganda motors.
Via shortwave ham radio and
in between Champion’s League
soccer broadcasts on the CBC, it
has begun promoting Tim Hortons instant coffee in place of our
dearly beloved Folgers. So get excited, stop shooting and fumigating the geese down here and go
see them in their native habitat,
unmolested by riflers and the
Orkin man.
I am petitioning the ASUPS
Wee Hours service to charter a
van every Saturday night for a 19
run up to Vancouver B.C., happy
hour departure time 12 o’clock.
Afterwards, there will be a stop
at the V. B.C. historical society
for cultural orientation.
As I learned in an Aug. 2010
article in the Wall Street Journal, a capitalist’s opportunities
are endless in the Land of Smaller Government. So rush to the
banks, empty your account, and
pawn off your USA #1 pointer
hand. Canada’s calling.

portant goal to strive for, and if
they strive for anything else they
become cold and unlikable.
It is possible to make movies
that are just as good, probably
better, with female characters that
are strong and inspiring. Though
not many recent example spring
to mind, there is the obvious Elizabeth Bennett of Pride and Prejudice, and Scout Finch of To Kill a
Mockingbird. The female leads in
these novels and their film adaptations defy conventional gender
roles and still manage to be entertaining.
Portraying a forward-thinking,
independent woman in a movie
will not be a hit to sales. Women,
as well as men, undoubtedly appreciate the nuance with which
a studio handles women who are
more than a stereotype.
Furthermore, it would do well

for studios to portray men as
complex too. Instead of merely
being masculine, funny and dimwitted, men too should be seen as
multifaceted.
The movie industry has profound influence over how we
think of and see the world. This
power should be used to create
social change or to revolutionize society’s collective thinking
instead of perpetuating age-old,
flawed ideas about gender roles.
It is important to empower
young women, otherwise society is sure to regress back into a
misogynistic way of thinking, effectively undoing any progress
women have made in the last fifty
years. Especially in our postmodern moment of free expression,
there is no excuse for silencing
the voices of women or misrepresented groups.

letter to The editor
In response to: “Water Quality
deserves more federal research”
published in The Trail
on Nov. 12.
This letter is in regards to Megan Evans’ article in the Nov
12th edition of the trail Water
Quality Deserves More Federal Research. In her article Evans makes a number of unsubstantiated claims about the
system of fluoridation in public water supplies. Evans says
that the US government’s policy of fluoridating water supplies
uses citizens as guinea pigs, is a
classist policy directed at poor
people who “don’t brush their
teeth,” and causes bone disease.
Throughout her opinion piece
Evans generally fear mongers
about the government putting

things in the water supply without people knowing about it and
implicitly assumes that the fluoridation policy is bad.
And yet, in her cursory search
for sources to substantiate her
preconceived fears Evans was
unable to actually even muster up any significant evidence
for the harmful effects of social water fluoridation. While
she mentions a report from
2006 that suggests the EPA lower their maximum contaminant
goal for fluoride, this report is
not so much about the policy
of fluoridation and whether the
program itself has has merit or
not, but instead whether or not
a specific aspect of the current
fluoridation policy should be
tweaked in response to new evidence and existing knowledge

about the dangers of fluoride
when consumed at toxic levels
(I.E. levels that are not the norm
in the vast majority US water
supplies.)
Water Quality Deserves More
Federal Research is a speculative
opinion that reflects only the
author’s own unexamined fears
about her woeful (or worse,
purposeful) lack of knowledge
about public policy, science, and
safety regulations.
Ironically she ends her misleading and
uninformed piece with a call to
education and empowerment
through knowledge - which is
perhaps the only opinion of Evans’ with value, unfortunately it
is one that Evans does not herself seem to truly commit to.
Noah Brod

Opinions contained herein do not necessarily reflect the views of The Trail staff, ASUPS, the University, or its Board of Trustees. Articles and letters in the Opinions section are printed at the discretion
of the Trail editorial staff. The Trail reserves the right to refuse any letters submitted for publication. Letters to the editor will not be edited for grammar, spelling, or content, except in the case of
material that is considered to be offensive, as determined by the Trail style guide. All letters to the editor must be signed and must have an email address or phone number. Letters for publication the
following Friday are due no later than Monday at noon and may be sent to: The Puget Sound Trail, 1095 Wheelock Student Center, Tacoma, WA 98416 or trail@pugetsound.edu.
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Want to submit a Hey You?
E-mail
trailheyyou@pugetsound.edu
or put one in the box in
Diversions Cafe.
The Trail will never publish
Hey You’s that explicitly refer to
individuals or groups, contain
identifying information or drug
and alcohol references, or are
hateful or libelous in nature.
“HEY YOU,” I’m so excited for
the UT Sketch Comedy Show.
Yesss!!!”
“HEY YOU,” fashion police!
Frumpy is comfy; don’t hate.
“HEY YOU,” sexy saxophone
player in the mail room, let’s
pull another late night in the
library.
“HEY YOU,” Diversions. I met
you at a party, you made me feel
stooped, I took you to ma crib,
and I put it in yo’ booty.
“HEY YOU,” Puget Sound!
How about “hello” when we all
pass each other instead of an
awkward look-away. We can
be the friendliest campus in
America!
“HEY YOU,” you know how
my friend told you to have sex
with me? That was actually my
idea.
“HEY YOU,” The ASUPS election did not fail. Sensationalist
headlines fail, Trail.
“HEY YOU,” I just really don’t
care for you at all and you can
probably see it on my face.
Sorry.
“HEY YOU,” Sultry blond w/
the fun name, I want you to
speak Russian to me. Now.
“HEY YOU,” football playing
trombonist! It makes my day
every time I see you around
campus.
“HEY YOU,” just because your
life sucks doesn’t mean it’s okay
to be a dick to everyone around
you.
“HEY YOU,” all the cuties,
where you at? Come out of hiding already!
“HEY YOU,” Cellar, your
doughy pizza made me vomit
the next day. Make better food
or you should be shut down.
“HEY YOU,” Oppenheimer,
you never let me down, rain
drips down your spar-shaped
glass, you give me cookies and
chai tea fast, you turn my world
round!
“HEY YOU,” Tall red-headed
goddess. Will you be MY
woman?
“HEY YOU,” Sex columnist…

I’ll give you something to write
about.

I hit you… Beware the man on
the green bike.

“HEY YOU,” theater boy, did
you just tell me to suck up?

“HEY YOU,” likealittle, thank
you for satisfying my hey you
addiction 24/7 mixed with a
Juicy Campus flashback.

“HEY YOU,” DJ couple on a
Diversions Sunday study date: I
SAW THAT!
“HEY YOU,” oatmeal sweater
boy, I know you graduated, but I
want you!
“HEY YOU,” kid with the
shakey leg, I think it’s time to
amputate.
“HEY YOU,” how to get a
girlfriend: try less self pity, cigarettes and black coffee. Oh, and
take showers.
“HEY YOU,” this semester
needs to end. Now.
“HEY YOU,” undergrads –
what’s up with your outfits? Do
you guys not have full length
mirrors in the dorms?
“HEY YOU,” ball’s in your
mother effing court. Man up.
“HEY YOU,” toaster, I spend
long minutes staring at your
gleaming exterior, thinking to
myself, do I really have nothing
better to do? Then I remember
how awesome toast is. Thanks!
“HEY YOU,” after last year’s
HY debacle, why are you STILL
publishing ones that explicitly refer to individuals and/or
groups? Get your act together.
“HEY YOU,” Persian Jew babe.
Wow, I really love you.
“HEY YOU,” lock up your
bikes! Seriously.
“HEY YOU,” writer of the
letter to the editor re: makeup,
THANK YOU! The Trail needs
more community accountability.

“HEY YOU,” ASUPS, don’t
listen to the haters. You rock!
“HEY YOU,” boy who grabbed
my dick at Phi Delt, let’s hang
out.
“HEY YOU,” There’s a reason
I asked for “cheesesticks, no
cheese, just sticks.” – some of us
CAN’T EAT DAIRY.
“HEY YOU,” Diversions worker, thanks for the free soy latte!
It really made my day! P.S. keep
on playing Christmas music, it’s
the cat’s pajamas.
“HEY YOU,” fellow mime
at the Halloween party. I just
wanted to say “…”!
“HEY YOU,” sandwich maker
extraordinaire – who puts the
olives inside the onions… yeah
just though I should tell you that
was the best sandwich I’ve ever
had. It really rocked my Tuesday
night.
“HEY YOU,” biology major.
Let me show you what I can do
with a flute.
“HEY YOU,” campus, try not
to puke in the hymnals during
RDG.
“HEY YOU,” S.U.B., thanks for
bringing vegan cookies back!
“HEY YOU,” printer desk
people, the printers suck but you
guys are awesome.
“HEY YOU,” dungeon mas-

ter… I’d stir your cauldron ANY
DAY.
“HEY YOU,” Out there in the
cold, getting lonely, getting old,
can you feel me?
“HEY YOU,” glum 2010 grad,
at least pretend you are trying to
get out of Tacoma. This is sad.
“HEY YOU,” All my country
music fans out there, give me
a “YEEE-HAW!” My hillbilly
bone ba bone ba bone bone is
aching in the sea of indie-rock
fanatics. Please save me from
this anti-hickmatic society!
“HEY YOU,” asshole who
locked your bike to the top
of the Trimble recycling bins.
People use those, you know.
“HEY YOU,” girl in my World
Theatre class…all the world’s
a stage, and I’d like to have sex
with you on it.
“HEY YOU,” Using the word
F#@! for a noun, adjective, and a
verb is a poor representation of
the English language. You’re in
college now, try to expand your
vocabulary; you will sound and
probably even feel smarter.
“HEY YOU,” my muscular
MANatee, wanna bike around
Point D sometime soon?

“HEY YOU,” I was too busy to
read what you wrote. I’m playing
Halo.
“HEY YOU,” it takes two
people to catch a glance. Let’s
make more than eye contact
sometime.
“HEY YOU,” Mac lab buddies,
how do you throw an epic study
sesh? With hamster techno,
free pizza and, of course, Marcel
the Shell (...sometimes people
say my head is too big for my
body...)!
“HEY YOU,” You’re the sunniest person I know. Keep brightening the day.
“HEY YOU,” I thought I made
myself very clear. Leggings
aren’t substitute for pants. You’re
not Lady Gaga.
“HEY YOU,” go check out
The Trail’s new website! You can
“like” articles, comment on stuff
and email cool school news to
your grandmammy who misses
you and wishes you would call
her more often. Go to:
http://trail.pugetsound.edu!
(...minus the exclamation
point. That was added for dramatic effect.)

“HEY YOU,” I used to like
your brother… but what was I
thinking?! meeeeowwww.
“HEY YOU,” pregnancy is for
high school and adulthood. Oh,
and so is marriage.
“HEY YOU,” “Catwoman,” last
weekend was pretty fun. Sorry I
lost the…magic a couple times.
That leather really chafed me.
“HEY YOU,” boy who laughed
at the wind, thanks.
“HEY YOU,” googly library
security guard, I want to take
portraits of you naked. Is that
weird?
“HEY YOU,” UPS golf carts.
I’ve fallen in mud because of you
for the last time. Next time we’re
riding down the same path we’re
playing chicken. And I’m pretty
sure the school won’t sac me if

iMage Courtesy harry nordlinger
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UT promises laughs with fall sketch show What

Other
Choice
poignant
and frank
By ALLY LEVER

Photo Courtesy/ Jesse Baldridge

Lots o’ Laughs: UT’s sketch comedy show, “A Baby within a Baby,” runs this Thursday, Friday and Saturday in Rausch.

By LAURA HOLLISTER
Ubiquitous They comedy sketch
team presents their Fall 2010 sketch
show “A Baby Within A Baby”.
There will be three performances
on Nov. 18, 19 and 20 at 7:30 p.m.
in Rausch Auditorium. Admittance is free, but a recommended
$3 donation is always appreciated.
UT began humbly enough in
2003 and since then has risen to
become the prominent face of satire
and whimsical antics on the Puget
Sound campus. Each semester
since the dawn of UT, the comedy
group has created and performed
an entirely unique sketch show
along with their famous UT improv.
For those of you who are unsure,
a sketch show is not a show devoted to the fun little side doodles
you create while waiting out the
end of a particularly long class.
Here, the term ‘sketch’ means short,
scripted comedic vignettes enacted by members of UT in order
to make you lose all self control in

a fit of raucous laughs or giggles.
This semester’s sketch show, “A
Baby Within A Baby,” contains 13
comedic sketches written entirely by
the fantastically amusing and sometimes jocular minds of UT members and other students on campus interested in writing comedy.
You may be wondering about the
title of this semester’s performance
and what exactly it has to do with the
show. Well, I am afraid you will have
to come to the show to see exactly
what “A Baby Within A Baby” refers
to. However, I am able to mention
that while the title of the sketch show
is generally chosen from a snippet
of a line within one of the sketches, do not be fooled into assuming
that the show has a baby theme.
“The sketch shows are scattershot comedic reviews that bounce
around in themes. We try not to
limit the theme of the show because
that limits the creativity of the writers. However this year there are
more Puget Sound themed sketches than usual, but we generally do

not plan a theme,” UT sketch show
co-producer Josh Bornstein said.
UT sketch and improv, similar to
their financial and administrative
adviser, Student Theater Productions (STP), are completely student
run operations. Everything from
the writing process of the sketches
to the production of the shows is in
the hands of Puget Sound students.
Like the UT improv, the sketch
team must work at superhuman
paces with the help of the occasional gallon of coffee in order to bring to campus a show
in under three weeks’ time.
“This year was kind of a blitz putting the show together. Usually we
have three weeks in between getting the sketches and choosing the
ones to put in the show and then
rehearsal. This year we just had
two weeks of rehearsal. However,
with more of the actors being writers this semester, the show is coming together in the allotted time of
just two weeks,” UT sketch show
co-producer Mandi Wood said.

While UT does encourage its own
members to create sketches for their
shows, everyone is welcomed and
encouraged in the writing process.
Each semester there are weekly writer’s meetings for UT sketch. Anyone
can come with already written works
to iron out or just come with an idea
and see how you can make it grow
into something outrageously funny.
“This year’s sketch show is more
unique than previous ones; there is
definitely more variety in writers and
styles than we have had before. Normally, we have a few dominant writers, but this year it is pretty balanced
because we have been increasing
interest within UT to write for the
shows. Plus there are a lot more babies present than usual,” Wood said.
Be sure to come early to this semester’s sketch show in order to get a seat.
Also, Ubiquitous They improv
will be present for some pre-show
entertainment with some of their
tantalizing games where, of course,
all of their material comes from
shout outs provided by the audience.

Kid Cudi’s sophomore CD disappoints
By TOMMY STONE
As soon as Kid Cudi (a.k.a.
Scott Mescudi) entered the modern hip hop scene, he took it by
storm. Young people immediately
caught on to him, blasting songs
like “Day N’ Nite,” “Soundtrack 2
My Life,” “Pursuit of Happiness
(The Nightmare)”and “The Prayer”
from their cars, dorm rooms or
wherever else they were when

Man on the Moon: The End of Day
started getting popular. Needless to say, Cudi had quite a high
standard set for himself upon the
release of his second full-length album this past Tuesday, Man on the
Moon II: The Legend of Mr. Rager.
Man on the Moon: The End of
Day worked well as an album, focusing on Cudi’s troubled past
and especially his lifelong tormentor - night terrors. Throughout

Photo courtesy/www.conrongcodon.co.cc

Short of the Moon: New CD does not live up to expectations.

the album, Cudi talked about his
nightmares, his father’s death, loneliness, drugs and his general disregard for the reality of the world.
It was a highly energetic, clever
and overall well-composed album.
Man on the Moon II: The Legend of Mr. Rager has Cudi focusing
more on the reality of his present
life and not so much on the demons
of his past that continue to haunt
him in his dreamworld. Still, Cudi
seemed to have less direction and
less enthusiasm for his own music compared to his debut album.
The opening track, “Scott Mescudi Vs. The World,” is certainly
the strongest on the album. The
beginning of the song has a pretty
dark ambience, even for Cudi, but
Cee-Lo Green from Gnarls Barkley
brightens it with his beautiful delivery of the song’s memorable chorus.
Cudi’s rap during the song is very
haunting and engaging but Cee-Lo’s
vocals really make the song stand
out amongst others on the album.
The second track and, additionally, the second strongest song
of the album, “REVOFEV,” has a
nice melody and a pretty steady
beat. It’s dark, but the lyrics are
still fairly optimistic: “Let’s go /
Life does get tough / No need to
stress / Hold you back too much.”
“Don’t Play This Song” has Cudi
talking about his experiences with
drugs and his temptations of suicide.
Mary J. Blige does backing vocals for
the song, a nice touch. However, it’s
still one of the album’s weaker songs.
Another memorable track of the
album was “Marijuana” -- sure to
become the new stoner anthem of
late 2010. It’s definitely the third

strongest song of Cudi’s new release.
God knows why “Erase Me” is
the single of Cudi’s new album it’s by far the worst song on the
album and probably Cudi’s worst
song ever. Working with Kanye
West on this one, Cudi sounds as
if he was trying to make a trashy,
self-absorbed and uninspired pop
song. I find it painful trying to listen to the entire song, it’s so terrible.
The rest of the album features
some pretty impressive guest artists (Mary J. Blige, Kanye West,
Cage, St. Vincent, Cha Tha Ripper,
etc.) but is ultimately unimpressive compared to Cudi’s debut. A
lot of the songs are, tragically, not
memorable or interesting enough
to want to listen to again. Like the
first Man On The Moon, Cudi’s lyrics remained uniquely moving due
to their emotional rawness - a quality that has always separated Cudi’s
lyrics from other rappers’. In general, however, Cudi seemed relatively uninspired on his sophomore
effort whereas his debut was a shining example of artistic inspiration.
Although Man On The Moon
II: The Legend Of Mr. Rager is not
Cudi’s best, it’s too bad that he’s not
coming to Seattle soon. It would
be an interesting album to see performed live. Cudi’s sophomore release saw him venture into darker,
quieter territory than ever before
- not exactly what I had hoped for
or anticipated. I hope Cudi gets the
message from his fans that next
time around, he should probably
try smoking less weed, transcending the Man On The Moon series
and making a more coherent album if he desires continued success.

In the wake of last year’s
Prop. 8 ruling and last month’s
suicides by gay teens, Jeremy
Halinen’s debut book of poetry,
What Other Choice, offers an
unflinching resolve to be true
to one’s sexuality, but a resolve
that still finds tenderness within
the brutality of a world hardened against homosexuality.
Halinen was the winner of the
2010 First Book Poetry Contest
put on by the nonprofit press
Exquisite Disarray, run in part
by English professor Bill Kupinse. Poets from all over the
state of Washington were invited to submit manuscripts
for a chance to have their poems published, provided they
did not have a book published.
With titles such as “A Brief
History of Heavy Petting” and
“Some Nights Even God is Agnostic,” Halinen’s poems lay bare
the shame, the joy, the grief, the
shocking frankness of gay sex
and other experiences of being a
gay man, but more importantly,
he lays bare the humanity of just
being oneself, no matter the cost.
At the Monday, Nov. 15 book
release of What Other Choice,
held at the downtown branch
of the Tacoma Public Library,
Halinen read a selection of his
poems. He began his reading
with a preface of how the poems
in his book came into existence.
“It is no small feat to come
of age in America as a person
who is lesbian, gay, bisexual,
or transgender,” Halinen said.
“To live that long, into one’s
twenties, is no small feat – and
that is because some people
who have no respect for human
life and dignity have worked
hard to make us scapegoats, to
make us objects of ridicule and
scorn, to portray our bodies,
our loves, our very existence
as aberrant and abhorrent.”
Upcoming readings of his
book include the King’s Books’
poetry marathon on Nov. 20 in
Tacoma at King’s Books and at
the arts collective whizARTbang! in Seattle at 8:15 p.m. on
Dec. 4, held at the Satori Loft at
619 Western Ave. (RSVP info@
satori-group.com to attend.)
What Other Choice by Jeremy Halinen is, in his own
words, “a testament to survival.”

Upcoming Events:
Nov. 18-20: Ubiquitous They
Fall Performance, 7:30 p.m.,
Rausch Auditorium
Nov. 19: Symphony Orchestra
Concert, 7:30 p.m., Schneebeck Concert Hall
Nov. 19 &20: Repertory
Dance Group Fall
Performance, 7:00 p.m., Urban Grace Church
Nov. 21: Curtain Call Fall
Review, 7:00 p.m., Rausch
Auditorium
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Harry Potter mania defines generation of Muggles

Photo Courtesy/ isaBelle Chiosso

Excitement: Students dress up in their favorite wizarding garb. Costume highlights include house elves and wizards alike.

By LEAH WEITZ
When I went to the “Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows: Part 1”
Internet Movie Database page to do
some research for this article, I ended up spending 45 minutes looking
at promotional stills instead of writing a single word or being at all productive. The only pause I took from
salivating over pictures of Harry, Ron
and Hermione camping out on their
search for horcruxes was to pull up a
youtube video which would provide
some appropriate background music - the classic Harry Potter theme
song from movie one. Do I regret my

Harry Potter fangirl moment? Not in
the slightest.
There’s something magical about
Harry Potter. Well, yes — it’s about
witches and wizards, after all. But I
mean there’s something special. The
series, which began on a napkin in
1990, has sold 400 million books and
spawned the highest grossing film
series of all time. Its creator, Joanne
Rowling (penname J.K.), is now
worth an estimated billion dollars.
All of this hubbub over a skinny
little orphan boy with glasses and
messy hair may bewilder some, but
to many readers of our generation,
loving Harry Potter is as natural as

breathing.
To preface my work on this article,
I posted a Facebook status asking my
peers to contribute a brief statement
as to why they love Harry Potter. Responses varied from the entertaining
to the informative.
“I love it so much. I grew up,
hoping that I would receive an owl
on my 11th birthday. Even though
it never came, it gave me a magical
place that I could go to whenever I
wanted,” one responder said.
So is Potter popular because it
functions as escapist literature? Perhaps. J.K. Rowling created a world so
complex that the Harry Potter Wiki

Student goes to UN conference
Bigalke will attend the 16th Conference of
Parties to discuss current climate change
By GRACE HEERMAN

the subject of worldwide climate
change. It will also be an opportuFrom Nov. 29 to Dec. 10, nity for networking and training
Puget Sound sophomore Annie workshops for student attendees.
Official public policy discusBigalke will be one of five students from the Pacific North- sions and conference proceedwest in attendance at the 16th ings will take place during week
Conference of Parties (COP16) two. Participants will include
to the United Nations Frame- delegates from the parties of the
work Convention on Climate UNFCCC, international officials,
Change (UNFCCC) in Cancun. media representatives and activThe conference unites inter- ists from organized civil society.
COP16 is a follow-up to an
national delegates from the UNFCCC to review their respective identical conference held in 2009
climate policies and potentially in Copenhagen, known as COP15.
The
goal
agree
upon
“I want to try to capture the way each of COP15
new policies
to more effec- person sees themselves and the work was to estively combat they do as a part of a bigger picture.” tablish an
ambit i ou s ,
worldwide cli-Annie Bigalke politicallymate change.
binding
UNFCCC is
an international environmental climate agreement, but the contreaty produced by a branch of ference’s efforts were met with
the United Nations. The treaty’s disappointment when such an
objective is to stabilize green- agreement was not made. Crithouse gas concentrations in the ics believed world leaders had
atmosphere in order to prevent pushed the most pressing envidangerous human-induced inter- ronmental issues into the future.
“I was a little disappointed that
ference with the world climate.
Bigalke will be attending the there were no clear resolutions
conference as a member of the that came out of COP15, although
Cascade Climate Network, an one positive aspect is that the
association of students from United States became a key player
various universities in the Pa- in making significant changes
cific Northwest who work to and becoming a leader in combatinfluence public policy related ing climate change,” Bigalke said.
Conference officials are more
to ending human influenced climate change. She is president optimistic about this year’s efof Puget Sound’s Students for a forts. After a series of prelimiSustainable Campus club (SSC), nary meetings of international
and is member of the Sustain- delegates, Christiana Figueres,
ability Action Committee (SAC). executive secretary of the UNWeek one of the conference will FCCC, said that they seem “closer
consist of open forums for discus- to a structured set of decisions
sion between national representa- that can be agreed in Cancun.”
Bigalke and the other stutives and conference observers on

dents from the Cascade Climate Network will be producing
an independent documentary
throughout their time in Mexico, allowing them to spread
the word about the conference
as well as reflect on the experiences of conference attendees.
The film will be a compilation
of statements from various conference participants cataloguing
their personal inspirations for
environmental work. Its purpose
is to highlight the connections
between these environmentalists
and strengthen the youth voice
behind climate change activism.
They hope that the film will
counter some of the negative connotations of environmental activism as well. “I want the documentary to show people the softer side
of environmentalists because I feel
like they can be cast in a negative
light sometimes,” Bigalke said.
Upon completion, the students plan to post the film on
youtube.com and spread it
through their various networks
of environmental interest groups.
Bigalke will also be contributing to a blog during the conference. The blog will be a narrativestyle compilation of interviews
from people at conference who
would like to share their thoughts
about uniting around such an influential topic as climate change.
“I want to try to capture the
way each person sees themselves and the work they do as
a part of a bigger picture in relation to the climate change issues that will be discussed at
the conference,” Bigalke said.
To read the blog, go to http://
www.cascadeclimate.org/cop16

features over 7,000 pages, which is
certainly expansive enough to accommodate some serious escapism.
The Potter culture spawned by the
series is even greater, featuring fan
websites, books, fanfiction galore
and even two full length Potter musicals. If you love Harry Potter, there
is some medium out there for you to
express and celebrate that love.
I intend to do just that by attending
the midnight premiere of the seventh
and second to last Harry Potter movie, Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows: Part 1, on Thursday the 18th.
And yes, I’m dressing as Hermione.
Is that a geeky and embarrassing

idea? Yup. Is it also totally worth it to
celebrate the book and movie series
that I grew up with? Absolutely.
I feel old when I think about growing up with Harry. He was conceived
on that napkin a year before I was
born. The series is nearly two decades old, and so am I. As Harry’s adventures veered from fun to deadly,
my own life was introduced to ever
increasing work, pressure and responsibility. Around the time book
five came out and Harry had his first
kiss, I had mine.
Growing up with a wildly popular fictional character has been described by many as one of the defining traits of our generation — and I
am so glad. It continues to be an absolute thrill to be a part of this massive cultural phenomenon. Before I
sign off, one more student has posted
on my Facebook status in the time it’s
taken me to write this article, and I
think this one’s fantastic.
“For me, the fascination with H.
Potter really started at the tender
age of 12. What with the troubles of
adolescence and the turbulent milieu
of school, I sought an answer to the
social and psychological questions
that dog the mind of every young
boy. The solution for my troubled
thoughts came, not in the debauchery of the Portland slums, but in the
magical journey of a young boy with
a special talent. I saw myself, not as
an awkward individual on the verge
of manhood, but as the comrade
and friend of the scrappy, adventurous youths that practically overfill
Hogwarts. In the intervening years
since I first cracked the pages of that
wonderful series of books, I have not
forgotten the lessons held in those
fragile pages.”
And with that, I’ll see you on
Thursday night.

ALLY LEVER’S

P rof essor
sp ot ligh t
THIS WEEK:

L IS A F ORT L OUIS WO OD
Professor of: Psychology
Nickname: Dr. Woo
Date of Birth: 9/9
Hometown: Hollywood, CA
Kids/Pets: I have two daughters.
My oldest girl is 19 and a
sophomore at Reed; my
youngest daughter is 10 and
goes to school on Vashon Island.
We live there on a miniature
farm with a giant garden, two
hilarious cats (Dixie and Zizou),
and two very spoiled rats (Oscar
and Simon) who emigrated
from the UPS Ratlab a few years
ago. Our garden was kind of a
bust this year due to the cold
weather, but we did get lots of
carrots and a batch of white
pumpkins.
Favorite Food (S.U.B. or not):
Vietnamese roll-ups Goi Cuon
because my younger daughter is
from Vietnam and we eat these
once a week or so along with
homemade Pho.
Favorite Music: Dylan, Richard
Thompson, Billy Bragg, Rolling
Stones
Back-up Career Plan: Children’s
Educational Television Producer
Kirk or Picard: Picard by a long
light year.
Please describe: The Northwest
is a region of unparalleled
beauty, great coffee shops, and

a summer that will blow your
mind (after a winter and spring
that will make you wish you had
been born with webbed feet).
Favorite Undergraduate
Memory: Going to dinner at my
professor’s house where my class
(French lit) sat around sipping
wine and putting on plays in
French. As the evening wore
on, people became increasingly
flamboyant and turbojets got
much better (or so it seemed)
Homage to Abraham Keller!
Least favorite book you’ve ever
had to read for a class: The Red
Cross Book for my first aid class
in Girl Scouts had pictures of
bomb shelters in the front; that
book really scared me. Other
than that I have tended to make
friends with most books.
Fun Fact/Anything Else?: I
went on Art Linkletter’s House
Party when I was 10 years old
and told him that I wanted to
be a spy when a grew up; also
gave advice to one of the other
kids that garnered a huge roar
of applause. Perhaps this was
the beginning of my interest in
psychotherapy....who knows.
My husband is a commercial
salmon fisherman up in Alaska
and I take a ferry boat to and
from work each day.
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Puget Sound in the 1980s
B y JAC K TO D D

Well, what can we say about the
1980s? They were an interesting
decade for both the university and
the nation that led to many changes.
For starters, the 80s were the real
starting point for the AIDS scare
around the nation. When looking through the archives’ editions
of The Trail, there were numerous advertisements advising (if not
demanding ) that people use protection and wear condoms. There
was even one issue in which The

Trail attached a condom to each
copy that came out. The 80s also
are home to the most recent eruption of Mount St. Helens, which
covered the vast majority of the nation in ash, and the fall of the Berlin Wall, which occurred in 1989.
For our campus, the 80s meant
the birth of new ideas and new establishments. Our study abroad
options were expanding, computers were becoming more widely accessible and both the Writing and
Learning Center and the Expy were
created. As previously mentioned,

our campus was very involved and
invested in the AIDS scare, and
had many issues devoted to that
topic alone. Additionally, our students remained politically active,
as well as our professors remaining
compassionate about their trade.
Also new to the 1980s were
the following : the CD-ROM,
both the Apple Macintosh and
Windows computer operating
systems, synthetic skin, disposable contacts, three dimensional
video games, HD-TV, the disposable camera, Pac-man and Prozac.

Expy: This article from 1983 is one of the earliest advertisements for the Expy that The Trail could
find. From then to now, however, the Expy has been providing gear for those in need! Now it also
acts as the University of Puget Sound’s very own bike shop as well.

Above - Ivy League: This fake film premiered in October of 1980. We’re sure it was
very similar to our beloved “Star Wars in 60 minutes.”
Right - Goofy Goose: Unfortunately this ad from 1984 no longer applies today. If it
did, those of us that have been to Goofy Goose would be flooding their doors!

Above and Below - Valuable Information: In 1988 The Trail
published this article in order to promote safe sex on campus. The
step-by-step instructions are very valuable seeing as the process
has not changed much today. At least these types of publications
were keeping our students safe and well informed!

The Puget Sound Trail
November 19, 2010

The best of the Trail: 1910-2010
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Whoops: It seems as though the rating of colleges was flawed in 1983 when a
survey failed to mention Puget Sound as one of the top colleges in the U.S. News
and World Report. Fortunately, this news has changed. Puget Sound is now ranked
number 81 on the best liberal arts schools in the nation.

Fundraising: In October 1981 the men’s basketball team played
against a travelling wheelchair basketball team in a fundraising event. Despite
the spirit of charity that went along with this event, the reporters still felt the need to justify
the loss by mentioning the Logger comeback once they became used to the wheelchairs.

Mystery Meat: May I just say that I am very happy I didn’t attend the University of Puget Sound
in April of 1988. At The Trail, none of us are quite sure how this contest came about, but we all
agreed that this is just about the last thing we would want.

Survey Says: When is rape acceptable? Never. But not according
to this article published in September of 1987, however, which
conveys the results of a survey asking students when they thought
rape was acceptable.

Combat Zone
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The Combat Zone is intended as a satirical work. The views and opinions expressed by the Combat Zone do not necessarily reflect those of the Puget Sound Trail, ASUPS,
concerned parties or the University of Puget Sound. Please submit compliments or complaints in the form of letters to the editor.

From screen to page:

Harry Potter book series in the works
By HARRIET HARRY

If you haven’t been living under a rock these past nine years,
you’d know the Harry Potter
franchise has taken off like a
Firebolt. Since we first met Harry, introduced to us by Daniel
Radcliffe in the 2001 film Harry
Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone,
the world has been enthralled
by the movie franchise. But can
we imagine for a moment the
magic that might be afforded by
Harry Potter…on the page?
Jack Rahling, Professor of
Creative Writing here at Puget
Sound, certainly can. Rahling is
planning a book series of “Harry Potter” based on the movies,
and has already begun writing
book one.
“I’m going to write a book for
every movie—though I’ll probably combine Deathly Hallows
Part One and Two into just one
book,” Rahling said. “It’ll be a
challenge to do the movies’ special effects justice in writing,
but as an avid reader myself, I
know that books can be almost
as magical as any movie.”
Rahling says that the books
will not be able to encompass all
that is in the movies. “The movies are quite long; jam-packed
with events, while including relationships and character devel-

Demeaning Quiz

Categorize your
music tastes
1) What’s your favorite drug of choice?
a) Cocaine and/or Vodka
b) Ecstasy
c) Weed and/or Nicotine
d) Beer / Dank / Straightedge
e) I’m down to experiment.
2) Who are your friends?
a) The ones blasting Usher on Todd Field at 11 a.m. on weekends.
b) The guy sweating and staring at a pinwheel. The rest went to the
woods.
c) The kids smoking on the ledge outside Diversions.
d) Stoners with long, luscious locks, tattoos and naturally shredded
garb. They also give great hugs!
e) The foreign exchange students and the kids who dress like them.

WILL THE BOOKS do justice to these amazing film stars?
Only time will tell.
opment. That’s fine for a movie, but that book would be about
300 pages long!”
For the adaptation of the first
movie, Rahling is aiming for a
100-page-long book, though he
admits that the last few movie
adaptations might reach closer
to 200 pages.
“It is easier for movies to keep
young adults’ attention than it
is for books,” Rahling said. “It is
an unfortunate fact of the movie and TV generation that they
don’t have appreciation for the

written word. I hope that by
taking an already recognizable
commodity we can make a popular book series.”
While it’s more common for
movies to be based on books,
Rahling points to the success
of The Lord of the Rings series
as evidence that books based
on movies can indeed succeed.
If the Harry Potter books prove
successful, he next plans to
write novels based on the Twilight movies.

The Hey You’s: Dredging up the past
In celebration of The Trail’s 100 year anniversary we are running selections from the very first batch of ‘Hey
You’s, which came out this week in the year 1914. Since 1914, Hey You’s have been collected in the very same box
that is used today in Diversions. We hope you enjoy reading the beginnings of this long-standing Logger tradition,
and you’ll see that some things about this school never change...

3) What do you enjoy doing in your spare time?
a) Makin’ love in the club.
b) Staying hydrated.
c) Smugly criticizing others’ tastes and shopping at Goodwill.
d) MOSH MOSH MOSH GET OUT DA WAY
e) Burning incense (or “incense”) and meditating
4) The campus is empty except for your lover and yourself. Where
do you bone?
a) In the back of my car, bumping the bass and some Justin Bieber. I
get so turned on by those nasty lyrics and that voice cracking with desire.
b) On the whale in Thompson. Because it’d just be awesome.
c) In a vat of coffee beans at Diversions. Whipped cream, please.
d) Let it all out in my firy Hot Wheels™ bedmobile. We break shit.
e) He/she whisks me away to their homeland for one wild night.

A nsw e r k ey:
If you got mostly A: You listen to Hip Hop/Rap. Pop, lock and
drop it after a long day to:
Getting Down and Dirty in the
Sensual Cellar: Monday 2 a.m.-3
a.m.
If you got mostly B: You listen

“HARK THOU,” ruffian with the
coal-powered auto-carriage, get with
the times and purchase a gas-powered auto-carriage.

Hark
thou...
“HARK THOU,” my beautiful
Southern belle turned Northwest
flower: I want to engage in premarital fornications with you!
“HARK THOU,” sisters in the Alpha Phi International Fraternity for
Women, you proceed to rock my
stockings off!!!
“HARK THOU,” Diversions
House of Exotic Beverages, hurry
up! I have assassinated over 30 archdukes since ordering my beverage.
“HARK THOU,” what is the purpose of this box? Is this some sort of
labor union I am joining? Regards,
Lawrence Hamflakes
“HARK THOU,” close friend of
mine, I have an inside joke to tell
you. Depending on the publication
date of this statement, I may have
already told it to you. Still, I wanted to declare it in public. [Editor’s
note: there were 73 entries nearly
identical to this one.]

“HARK THOU,” I did not say that
you sympathized with the Huns or
Chinamen; I only said it was more
than likely that you had anti-capitalist leanings.
“HARK THOU,” CHWS, the next
time you are to remove a limb of
mine due to gangrene, please give
me at least one injection of opiates.
“HARK THOU,” come see the
College Theatre Troupe’s performance of George Bernard Shaw’s
Pygmalion; guaranteed to make the
works of Henrik Ibsen resemble a
minstrel show.
“HARK THOU,” sworn enemy, I
dare say that my mustache is considerably more twirly than yours.
“HARK THOU,” Sir who gave me
your perfumed glove as a sign of
your intent—I would love to marry
you, but I would like a second date
even more.
“HARK THOU,” living-mates, I
have poisoned your whisky with water from the Sound. You shall die
very painfully.
“HARK THOU,” come to the rally
on Sunday to protest for the women
students’ right to vote in the ASUPS
elections. For the last time, this is
NOT a joke!
“HARK THOU,” football teammates, cheers to another fine season.

“HARK THOU,” one thousand
Thank-Yous, Mr. President, for expanding the ‘smoking’ section of
the student dining area. My doctor
told me that I must smoke with my
meals, and I now can do so without
fear of offending the non-smoking
Philistines.
“HARK THOU,” boys, girls do not
have tuberculosis — ask us to a sunny afternoon ride on a bicycle built
for two!
“HARK THOU,” College Radiograph Station, why do you play this
jazz ‘music’? It is morally corrupting
to the youth!—Pastor Michaelson
“HARK THOU,” Tobias Welch,
I’ll be the France to your Belgium
anyday! Which is to say, you will
get beat up easily and I will protect
you because I have an obligation to
do so, and because defending you
makes me feel youthful and important again.—Love, Your Mother.
“HARK THOU,” -.-----..- .-.-.. .-..---.--.-.-...-.-.- .--. -..--- -.---- .--.-.-...-.-...-..-.-- .-..---...-. -.-----..-!

to Electronic/Dance. Lose yourself in these KUPS shows:
Sideways 8: 8 p.m.-9 p.m.
Elektro Shok Therapy: 9p.m.10 p.m.
High Level Spell: 10 p.m.-11
p.m.

If you got mostly C: You listen
to Alternative/Indie music. These
shows are better than all the oth-

ers:
Music for Your Soul, Rainier’s
Blues, The Pursuit of Folk, The
Hangover Hour, The Checklist:
Hourly blocks from 7 a.m.-1 a.m.

If you got mostly D: You listen
to Heavy Metal. To set the mood
for “safe but br00tal moshing”
practice, scream along with:
Extreme Music For Extreme
People: 11-midnight
If you got mostly E: You listen
to World music. Immerse yourself
in the culture of the Sound with:
Charlie Iwata’s Radio Show: 1 p.m.
Shimmy-Tastic Belly Beats: 7
p.m.-8 p.m.
quiz by Midge Squealstrom

image courtesy Caitlin Bovard
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Swim team blows conference
competition out of the water
By ANA pISCHL
The Loggers came out strong
again in their second week back
after an impactful 2009 season.
If their performances are indicative of what is to come this season, the Loggers are well on their
way to qualifying for Nationals.
The true test for the Logger swimmers will be maintaining high work ethic and building confidence, not cockiness,
in preparation for higher-stakes
competition later in the season.
The Logger swim teams
cleaned house this weekend
against the Willamette Bearcats
on Friday and the Linfield Wildcats on Saturday.
On Friday, final team scores
reflected the domination both
the men’s and women’s swim
teams leveled on their competition. The women scored 15141, while the men scored 130-26
against the Willamette Bearcats.
There were top swimmers in
each race, but standout performances came from both
the men’s and women’s teams.
Highlights of the night included a Logger sweep of the women’s 400-yard individual medley
with sophomore Ann Barrington
(Lake Oswego, Ore.) (5:03.96)
in first, senior Kelsey Elizondo
(Salt Lake City, Utah) in second,
and sophomore Molly Richardson (Bakersfield, Calif.) in third.

In the men’s 200-yard freestyle,
sophomore Nick Burns (University Place, Wash.) (1:55.889)
took first place, followed closely
by senior Jack Zaharchuk (Portland, Ore.). In the race, Burns
bested his personal best recorded time from last year (1:56.03).
And in the tightest race of the
night, the Logger women won
the 100-yard breaststroke by 1.18
seconds, headed by sophomore
Tracy Wormwood (Elk River,
Minn.) (1:11.62).
The weekend competition continued through Saturday when
the teams traveled to Linfield.
The Loggers were once again
head and shoulders above the
competition from the Wildcats
as the men scored a 153-46 victory. The women were equally impressive, winning 157-48.
Combined, the Loggers scored
first place in all but one of the 22
events.
Highlights from the day included Elizondo’s close race in
the 100-yard butterfly against
Wildcat Natalie Groat. She barely
scraped by with a time of 1:02.14,
followed by Groat at 1:03.98.
Sophmore Aleksander Jeremic
(Skopje, Macedonia) won both
the 100-yard butterfly (52.52)
and 200-yard freestyle (1:46.93).
Junior Adam Ganz (Cleveland,
Ohio) won the men’s 50-yard
freestyle (22.58) and 100-yard
freestyle (50.04). Freshman Teale
Kitson (Durango, Colo.) made

waves with his first place finish in the 100-yard backstroke
(55.39) and 200-yard freestyle
(1:49.23).
In one of the closest races of
the night, sophomore Max Cohen (Albuquerque, N.M.) beat
fellow Logger sophomore Joseph
Kalb (Tehachapi, Calif.) in the
100 yard breaststroke by a margin of 24 hundredths of a second (1:06.19. to 1:06.43 respectively)—nothing like friendly
competition to keep the Loggers
working hard.
Looking ahead, Jeremic said
he hopes to “qualify for D3 Nationals at Knoxville, Tennessee
in the 100 fly and 200 freestyle.”
This year, the Loggers started
training early and aggressively
for their competition. But greatness comes at a price. The life of
a student-athlete is not all fun
and games, as you may think.
Balancing schoolwork and
sports is an act only the most
disciplined can master.
“Something that can affect
my performance is not getting
enough sleep because of schoolwork,” Jeremic said.
In these testing times, the Loggers must take good care of their
bodies and get back on schedule
as soon as they can, because time
waits for no one.
Up next, the Loggers travel
to the Northwest invitational in
Parkland, Wash. next Saturday,
Nov. 20.

Rugby club ﬁnding success, making
a name for itself across campus
By DAVID THIRLBY
Are you aware that the University
of Puget Sound has a good old fashioned club rugby team? I wasn’t either, until I passed Todd Field a couple weekends ago to see just over
20 Logger men in the pouring rain,
yelling, kicking and screaming during a game. Battered, bloodied and
tired, the Puget Sound club team,
filled mostly with “retired” soccer
and football players, won in the closing on a try.
Now you might ask what a try is?
In rugby, a player must ground the
ball with downward pressure by
pushing the ball onto the ground
with your arms or with your upper body. You must do all of this in
the “in-goal” area, or football’s end
zone equivalent. This action results
in a try, which is worth five points.
Now that we have that explained,
you should know that over this most
recent weekend, this team of rugged men played against Washington
State’s division one A-Team.
Sophomore Cole McIlvaine (Bellingham, Wash.) has truly enjoyed
his time with the team over the past
two years. As he explained, “Last
year we only had eight guys regularly
for practices, this year, it’s more like
20 each time.” With two new coaches
and a group of motivated guys, this
team will continue to have a lot of
fun knocking opponents around in
their remaining 10 games.
This club sport is open to anyone
willing to pay a meager price of just
$50. No previous experience in anything pertaining to rugby is needed,
and the guys would love to see even
more people come out to make this
team even stronger. Another member of the club who is having a great
tim is junior Mike Hammer (San
Mateo, Calif.). When asked why he
joined the rugby team, Hammer ex-

plained, “I joined because a couple
of my friends had heard that I was
done with football and they wanted me to come out to a practice to
check it out. Rugby has always been
something I wanted to try and after
the first practice I was hooked!”
Many other guys share this passion for team and sport as well.
Hammer also stated, “I loved rugby
this semester, it was a lot of fun and
we did very well against our competition. Rugby next semester is going
to be exciting to be a part of.”
McIlvaine and Hammer both en-

courage everyone to come check the
rugby team out. To Hammer, “It is
on the rise and has earned the respect of other teams in the area from
this semester’s performance.” And in
case you still feel hesitation, Hammer explained, “Anyone can come
and get questions answered or just
jump straight into practice with us.
It is a lot of fun and a great experience.”
Needless to say, the team gives off
a positive vibe and is full of guys who
are thoroughly excited about their
sport.
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sCores & standings
Football v. Whitworth: L 35-63 (6)
W. Soccer v. Trinity: L 0-2 (1)
Volleyball v. St, Thomas: L 0-3 (2)
M. Swimming v. Willamette: W 130-26
M. Swimming v. Linﬁeld: W 153-46 (T1)
W. Swimming v. Willamette: W 151 - 41
W. Swimming v. Linﬁeld: W 157 - 48 (T1)

(NWC Rank)

Tickets are
$6.50 with
your
student ID!

FAIR
GAME
Fri: 2:45, 6:00, 8:15

(PG-13)

Sat/Sun: 12:20, *2:45, 6:00, 8:15
Mon/Tues: 2:45, 6:00, 8:15

* a discussion will follow Saturday’s 2:45pm showing

NOWHERE
BOY
Fri: 4:50, 7:00

(R)

Sat/Sun: 11:50am, 4:50, 7:00
Mon/Tues: 4:50, 7:00

INSIDE
JOB
Fri-Tues: 2:15, 9:05

(PG-13)

THE GIRL WHO KICKED
THE HORNET’S NEST (R)
Fri: 2:30, 5:30, 8:30
Sat/Sun: 11:30a, 2:30, 5:30, 8:30
Mon/Tues: 2:30, 5:30, 8:30

CONVICTION (R)

Fri: 2:00, 4:15, 6:30, 8:50
Sat/Sun: 11:40am, 2, 4:15, 6:30, 8:50
Mon/Tues: 2:00, 4:15, 6:30, 8:50

SHARK TALE (PG)
Saturday :10:30am

www.GrandCinema.com

TACOMA’S FIRST INDOOR
ROCK CLIMBING GYM!
www.edgeworksclimbing.com

6102 North 9th Street
Tacoma, WA 98406
253.564.4899
Mon-Fri: 10am-10pm
Sat-Sun: 10am-7pm

First Visit = FREE!
Bring in this coupon and UPS student ID to
receive one free day pass on your first visit.
Climbing gear not included. Expires 12/31/2010
Can not combine with any other offer.
Limit one per person. Rental gear not included.

3.95x7 RuleChange.indd 2

6/15/10 10:13 AM
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Returning Talent: Juniors like Mikaela Freeman will be looking to win their fourth NWC title next season.

Women’s volleyball and soccer
both fall in NCAA Regionals
By ZACH BANKS
Several Puget Sound athletic
teams earned the right to compete
in the postseason this year. Both
women’s soccer and women’s volleyball made appearances at their
respective NCAA tournaments this
past weekend, but unfortunately
both suffered first round exits.
Women’s volleyball traveled to St.
Paul, MN for their first round game
this past weekend to play the host
team, the No. 12 ranked St. Thomas Tommies. The Loggers matched
up well for most of the first set
against St. Thomas, until the Tommies eventually got hot and pulled
ahead 18-11. They would not relinquish the lead and went on to take
the first set. St. Thomas stayed hot
in the second set and easily cruised
to a 25-16 victory in the second set,
putting the Loggers backs against

the wall. In the third set, the Loggers were overpowered initially,
giving way to a 20-10 deficit. However, Puget Sound forged a massive
comeback to bring the set back to
20-17, scoring seven straight points.
After closing the gap even further
to 23-22, the Loggers surrendered
the last two points to fall 25-22 in
the third set to complete the sweep
for St. Thomas. Junior Brynn Blickenstaff (Eagle, Idaho) had seven
kills on the match while Freshman
Marissa Florant (Palo Alto, Calif.) and Junior Juliette Witous (Sonoma, Calif.) combined for 28 digs.
The Loggers lose only three seniors
next year and will have two key returning players in Blickenstaff and
Junior Erika Greene (Sandy, Utah)
for their campaign for their fifth
consecutive NCAA Tournament
appearance.
In women’s soccer action, the

Loggers traveled to Abilene, TX to
take on the No. 6 ranked Trinity Tigers in first round play. After a hard
fought first half, both teams were
held scoreless. Puget Sound outshot
Trinity 6-3 in the first half but were
not able to find the back of the net.
The Tigers finally broke the shutout with a goal in the 61st minute
and took a 1-0 lead. Trinity scored
again in the 70th minute to take a
two score lead, which they would
hold onto for the win. Although the
Loggers’ season ended in the first
round, the young team will return
eight starters for next season to take
another shot at advancing further
in the tournament.
This past weekend marked the
end of two great seasons for Logger
athletics this year, but both teams
have plenty of talent returning and
should be poised for similar runs at
the title in the 2011 season.
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Leader: Theresa Henle scored a goal in almost every game this year.
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Hustle: The Loggers thrived by outworking their opponents this year.

Football season comes to an end with loss at Whitworth
By HEIDI COE
Saturday’s football game against
Whitworth ended in a 63 - 35 loss
for the Loggers despite another display of offensive splendor with a total
of 470 yards (421 of them being passing yards).
Junior wide receiver Adam Kiffin
(Salem, Ore.) broke the school record
for single game receptions for the
second time this season; he snared 22
balls from senior quarterback Duncun White (Lake Oswego, Ore.) resulting in 203 yards and four touchdowns. Kniffin finished the season
with school records of 92 receptions
and 17 receiving touchdowns this
year.
The game started off well for Logger defense as they forced the Pirates
into a turnover on downs at the fouryard line. The Logger offense took
over but couldn’t capitalize on the
defensive stand and were forced to
punt. Whitworth scored on the next
play with an 81-yard touchdown
run, the first of six by running back
Adam Anderson, making the score
7 – 0. The Loggers fought back on
the next drive when White threw a
one-yard pass to Kniffin, tying up the
score at 7-7. Whitworth responded
with three unanswered touchdowns
pulling ahead 28 – 7. Near the end
of the half White threw a 10-yard
touchdown pass to freshman wide
receiver Thiesen Chang (Vancouver, Wash.) to momentarily close the
gap, but with 23 seconds in the half
Whitworth scored their fifth touchdown of the half to head to the locker
rooms up 35 - 14.
The third quarter consisted of an
explosion of offensive action with six
touchdowns, three from each team.

Whitworth started this tradeoff with
a 1 yard touchdown making the score
42 – 14. The Loggers followed with a
6-yard touchdown pass from White
to Kniffin. Again, Whitworth scored
on a 74-yard touchdown pass, from
their running back no less, before the
Loggers scored on a 5-yard pass from
White to Kniffin, making the score
49 – 28.
Just three minutes later White
connected with Kniffin yet again
in one of the most exciting plays of
the game. Whitman defense closed
around White but he sidestepped
them and launched the ball toward
the end zone where Kniffin jumped
above a defender and landed just inside the sideline for a 30-yard touchdown, closing the gap to 49 – 35.
Whitworth scored the last touch-

down of the third quarter and added
one more for padding in the fourth.
This touchdown finished off the
game with a final score of 63 – 35.
Even though in the game ended in
a loss for the Loggers, they played a
good game. Alongside Kniffin’s outstanding game, senior running back
Casey Larson (Coupeville, Wash.)
had 68 yards on 15 carries. Junior
defensive back Demarkus Milner
(Tacoma, Wash.) led the team in defense with 12 tackles, and senior defensive lineman Chris Subia (Renton, Wash.) made four tackles with
1.5 sacks in his final game in a Logger uniform.
“Logger football was family in the
truest sense. I knew that no matter
what happened they had my back
and I had theirs. By trying to help the
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Returning: Adam Kniffin will be back for more records next season.

team grow, I myself grew more than
I could have ever expected. While it
was about the X’s and O’s when we
were playing the game, it was about
having each others’ back and expecting the guy next to you to be better
than he was the day before above
anything else,” Subia said.
The Loggers finished with a final
record of 2 - 7, but that doesn’t tell everything. They suffered three crushing last-second defeats, including
one after playing six overtimes. They
were three plays away from finishing 5 - 4 and being in the hunt for the
conference championship all season.
In just the first year under head
coach Jeff Thomas the Loggers set
numerous offensive records and had
one of the best passing attacks in the
nation. There is no doubt that this

team can look forward to continued
improvement next year with 14 starters returning to the team.
“Next year, we’re looking to improve on what we’ve already done.
We had some disappointing losses to
some solid teams, but we have grown
from that and will use those to inspire us during the offseason,” senior
Tyler Vlasak (Sumner, Wash.) said.
Hope abounds throughout the
team as they will look to continue
moving in the right direction in 2011.
“Next year we are going to do
great things and surprise a lot of people. Our goal is to be champions, so
Logger football 2011 will unveil the
championship type of football that
we as a team are capable of playing,” sophomore Rick Day (Puyallup,
Wash.) said.
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All They Had: Seniors like Casey Larson sweat maroon for four years.

